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A B S T R A C T 

V392 Persei is a known dwarf nova (DN) that underwent a classical nova eruption in 2018. Here we report ground-based optical, 
Swift UV and X-ray, and Fermi -LAT γ -ray observ ations follo wing the eruption for almost three years. V392 Per is one of the 
fastest evolving novae yet observed, with a t 2 decline time of 2 d. Early spectra present evidence for multiple and interacting 

mass ejections, with the associated shocks driving both the γ -ray and early optical luminosity. V392 Per entered Sun-constraint 
within days of eruption. Upon exit, the nova had evolved to the nebular phase, and we saw the tail of the supersoft X-ray phase. 
Subsequent optical emission captured the fading ejecta alongside a persistent narrow line emission spectrum from the accretion 

disc. Ongoing hard X-ray emission is characteristic of a standing accretion shock in an intermediate polar. Analysis of the optical 
data reveals an orbital period of 3.230 ± 0.003 d, but we see no evidence for a white dwarf (WD) spin period. The optical and X- 
ray data suggest a high mass WD, the pre-nova spectral energy distribution (SED) indicates an evolved donor, and the post-nova 
SED points to a high mass accretion rate. Following eruption, the system has remained in a nova-like high mass transfer state, 
rather than returning to the pre-nova DN low mass transfer configuration. We suggest that this high state is driven by irradiation 

of the donor by the nova eruption. In many ways, V392 Per shows similarity to the well-studied nova and DN GK Persei. 

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – stars: individual (V392 Per) – novae, cataclysmic variables – X-rays: stars – transients: 
novae. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

lassical novae (CNe) are among the most luminous stellar tran- 
ients, exceeded only by supernovae and gamma-ray bursts. CNe are 
inary systems in which a white dwarf (WD; typically composed 
f carbon and oxygen, or of oxygen and neon) accretes hydrogen-
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ich material from a donor star via an accretion disc (Warner 1995 ).
ccretion proceeds via Roche lobe o v erflow for the majority of CNe;

hose with main sequence or sub-giant donors. For CNe with giant
onors, material is accreted from the giant’s wind. The accreted
nvelope builds in temperature and pressure until a thermonuclear
unaway occurs (Starrfield, Sparks & Truran 1976 ; Starrfield 1989 ;
tarrfield, Iliadis & Hix 2016 ), blasting material from the WD’s
urface, leaving the WD and donor relatively unscathed. The CN
s observed as a rapid increase in optical luminosity of 10–15

agnitudes, followed by a slower decline. 
CNe are a sub-type of cataclysmic variable (CV); a class that

ncludes dwarf novae (DNe) and nova-likes (NL). DN outbursts are
ess luminous than CN eruptions and are powered by the release of
ravitational potential energy, which can occur when hydrogen-rich
aterial in the accretion disc is suddenly deposited on to the WD.
N outbursts are produced in systems where the accretion rate ( Ṁ )

s lower than the critical rate (see their equation 2; Smak 1983 ), due
o thermal or tidal instabilities within the disc (Osaki 1996 ). For a
iven disc radius, CVs with high Ṁ produce hot, stable discs – the
L systems, that do not show DN outbursts. 
Abdo et al. ( 2010 ) first reported detection of γ -ray emission from

 nova; the V407 Cygni ejecta shocked surrounding circumstellar
ind, accelerating leptons to relativistic velocities and emitting γ -

ay photons of energy > 100 MeV. Since that initial disco v ery, γ -ray
ignatures have been exhibited in increasing numbers of classical
ovae (see Aydi et al. 2020b ; Chomiuk, Metzger & Shen 2021a , for
ecent re vie ws). Se veral γ -ray detected novae occurred in systems
ith red giant donors: V407 Cyg, V1535 Sco (Franckowiak et al.
018 ), and the recurrent novae V745 Sco (Banerjee et al. 2014 ;
heung, Jean & Shore 2014 ), V3890 Sgr (Buson, Jean & Cheung
019 ), and RS Oph (Cheung, Ciprini & Johnson 2021 ). In these
ystems, the shocks generating the γ -rays are likely to originate in
ollisions between the nova ejecta and the dense red-giant winds
nd circumbinary material. Ho we v er, the other γ -ray emitting no vae
ave main sequence companions and are unlikely to be surrounded
y dense winds. In these systems, the shocks are proposed to be
ue to interaction between multiple ejection components (Aydi et al.
020b ). Studies suggest that the γ -ray and optical emission can
how correlated peaks, with the shocks driving the optical emission
Ackermann et al. 2014 ). Aydi et al. ( 2020a ) demonstrated that shock-
owered emission was responsible for the bulk of the luminosity of
906 Car, with multiple simultaneous γ -ray and optical flares. 
A number of CVs have been observed to undergo both CN

ruptions and DN outbursts. GK Per (Bianchini et al. 1986 ; Zemko
t al. 2017 ), V446 Her (Honeycutt, Robertson & Kafka 2011 ),
R Pic, V1047 Cen, and V606 Aql (Kato & Kojiguchi 2021 ) are
Ne that subsequently underwent DN outbursts. Z Cam, AT Cnc,
nd 2MASS J17012815-4306123 (Nova Sco 1437) are known DNe
urrounded by proposed ancient CN shells (Shara et al. 2007 , 2012 ,
017 ). V1213 Cen and V1017 Sgr exhibited DN outbursts six and
ighteen years, respectively, before a CN; V1017 Sgr also showed
ost-nova DN outbursts (Mr ́oz et al. 2016 ). The nebula Te 11, with
 DN at its centre, was proposed to be the shell of an ancient nova
ruption, rather than a planetary nebula (Miszalski et al. 2016 ). 

V392 Persei was a known CV with a few observed DN outbursts,
ith quiescent magnitudes of 15.0 < m pg < 17.0 (Downes & Shara
993 ) and V > 17 (Zwitter & Munari 1994 ). Its CN eruption was
isco v ered on 2018 April 29 (UT) by Y. Nakamura, with an unfiltered
rightness of 6.2 mag (Wagner et al. 2018 ). The following day, γ -ray
mission was detected from V392 Per ( > 6 σ ; Li, Chomiuk & Strader
018 ), with detections continuing for 11 d (Gordon et al. 2021 ; Albert
t al. 2022 ). Non-thermal synchrotron emission during early radio
bservations (Chomiuk et al. 2021b ) provided further support for
NRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
he presence of shocks during the eruption. The system is proposed
o host an evolved donor similar to the sub-giant donors of U Sco
nd GK Per, or the low-luminosity giant donor of M31N 2008-12a
Darnley & Starrfield 2018 ). Potential orbital periods of 3.4118 d
Munari, Moretti & Maitan 2020a ) and 3.21997 d (Schaefer 2021 )
re consistent with an evolved donor. 

In this paper, we present panchromatic data from the 2018 nova
ruption of V392 Per and its subsequent evolution. In Section 2 we
escribe our observational data set. We present the photometry and
pectra in Section 3 and the spectral analysis in Section 4 . We discuss
ur results in Section 5 and summarize our findings in Section 6 . 

 DATA  

bservations of V392 Per were obtained by the fully robotic 2.0 m
iverpool Telescope (LT; Steele et al. 2004 ) on La Palma. LT images
ere taken with the IO:O instrument (Smith & Steele 2017 ) through
 

′ 
BVr 

′ 
i 
′ 
z 

′ 
filters. Additional i 

′ 
-band photometry was collected using

oth Las Cumbres Observatory (LCOGT; Brown et al. 2013 ) 1.0 m
elescopes at McDonald Observatory in F ort Davis, Te xas. We also
sed optical photometry from the American Association of Variable
tar Observers (AAVSO; Kafka 2021 ). 
The LT and LCOGT data were reduced using standard tools within

YRAF (Science Software Branch at STScI 2012 ) and aperture
hotometry was performed using qphot . The data were calibrated
gainst 25 reference stars in the field (see Table A2), selected from
he Pan-STARRS catalogue (DR1; Chambers & Pan-STARRS Team
016 ). The reference stars had g 

′ 
r 

′ 
i 
′ 
z 

′ 
magnitudes 14 < m < 22, and

ere sufficiently distant from other stars. Pan-STARRS photometry
as converted to Johnson BV and Sloan-like r 

′ 
i 
′ 
z 

′ 
using relations in

onry et al. ( 2012 ). A single star in a Swift observation of the field
as utilized to calibrate the u 

′ 
-band photometry. For comparison

ith the LT/LCOGT data, the AAVSO photometry was converted
o the AB system using relations from Blanton & Roweis ( 2007 ).
ue to the typically larger or unknown uncertainties on the AAVSO
ata and the large number of independent observers, we opted not to
pply colour corrections to these data. 

LT spectra were collected using SPRAT (with a spectral resolution
 ≈ 350; Piascik et al. 2014 , blue-optimized mode) and FRODOSpec

Barnsley, Smith & Steele 2012 ). Groups of three or five exposures
ere taken at each epoch. Cosmic rays were remo v ed by a two-stage
rocess involving interactive interpolation and exposure combination
ith the IRAF routine scombine (Tody 1986 ). The resolving power
f the FRODOSpec red arm was R ≈ 2200 or R ≈ 5300, and the blue
rm was R ≈ 2600 or R ≈ 5500. These spectra were reduced using
he LT pipeline; producing bias subtracted, flat-fielded, wavelength
alibrated, sky-subtracted products. 

Relative flux calibration of the SPRAT spectra was conducted
ith 78 observations of the spectrophotometric standard Hiltner 102

Stone 1977 ). Relative flux calibration of the FRODOSpec spectra
as performed using observations of the spectrophotometric stan-
ard stars Hiltner 102 and BD + 33 2642 (Oke 1990 ) for the higher
nd lower resolution modes, respectively. 

Optical spectra of V392 Per were obtained with the 2.4 m
iltner telescope of the Michigan-Dartmouth-MIT (MDM) Ob-

ervatory on Kitt Peak. The Hiltner spectra were obtained us-
ng the Ohio State Multi-Object Spectrograph (OSMOS; Martini
t al. 2011 ). A 1 . ′′ 2 wide entrance long-slit combined with high-
f ficiency, lo w-resolution blue, and red optimized VPH grisms and
 4096 × 4096 pixel STA CCD, was employed co v ering either the
980–6860 Å spectral region (the inner slit position) or the 3200–
000 Å region (the centre slit position). In both cases, the nominal
pectral resolution �λ was about 3.8 Å corresponding to R � 1600
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t 6000 Å. Spectra of HgArNeXe spectral line lamps and of a quartz-
alogen lamp were obtained to provide wavelength calibration and 
o flat-field the detector, respecti vely. In general, se veral spectra were
btained of the standard stars Hiltner 102 or G191-B2B (Stone 1977 )
n each night to remo v e the instrumental response function and
ro vide relativ e flux calibration. The spectra were reduced using

RAF packages to subtract the bias o v erscans from each of the four
uadrants of the detector and produce flat-fielded, one dimensional 
avelength and flux calibrated extracted spectra. 
We obtained optical spectra of V392 Per at two epochs with 

he 8.4 m Large Binocular Telescope (LBT; Hill et al. 2008 ) and
he Multi-Object Double Spectrograph (MODS; Pogge et al. 2010 ). 

ODS utilizes separate and optimized blue and red channel spec- 
rographs. Observations at both epochs consisted of simultaneous 
lue and red spectra with R ∼1850 and R ∼2300, respectively, 
o v ering the 3249–10 100 Å spectral region. Spectra of HgArNeXe 
amps and an internal quartz-halogen lamp were used to determine 
he wavelength calibration and to flat-field the spectra. Standard 
tars, including G191-B2B, were used to measure the instrumental 
esponse function and to provide relative flux calibration. The spectra 
ere reduced using custom routines to bias-subtract and flat-field 

he data and then using IRAF (Tody 1986 ) for spectral extraction,
avelength, and flux calibration. The wavelength scale of the 2019 
ata has been shifted by 2 Å post-reduction to ensure that the position
f the H α emission lines coincide. 
All aforementioned spectra were absolute flux calibrated using 

nterpolated BVr 
′ 
i 
′ 

photometry (see Section 3.4 ). Spectra were 
orrected for heliocentric velocity and dereddened using E ( B − V ) =
.7 (see Section 3.3 ). Additional spectra were retrieved from the 
stronomical Ring for Access to Spectroscopy database 1 (ARAS; 
eyssier 2019 ). These spectra were only used to measure the P Cygni
elocities from the Balmer lines. All spectra are listed in Table A1. 

Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (Gehrels et al. 2004 ) observations 
f V392 Per (target IDs: 10734 and 10773) were obtained using
he X-ray Telescope (XRT; Burrows et al. 2005 ) and UV/Optical 
elescope (UV O T; Roming et al. 2005 ). An initial observation on
018 July 20, upon emerging from Sun constraint, was taken to 
scertain the suitability of the target for the UV O T UV-grism, and
etermined that it was too faint. Subsequent observations were taken 
pproximately weekly with XRT, initially in automatic mode, before 
witching to XRT in photon counting (PC) mode. In 2018 October, 
bservations switched to every two weeks until 2019 April, from 

019 July observations mo v ed to a four-weekly cadence, and monthly 
rom 2020 January–April. The final observation was taken in 2020 
ugust. Swift data were processed and analysed using the standard 
EASOFT tools and rele v ant calibration files. 
XRT analysis utilized the full event range of grades 0–12. At no

oint did the data suffer from pile-up. A circular extraction region 
f 10–15 pixels (2 . 36 arcsec pixel −1 ) was used, depending on the
ource brightness; the background was estimated from a 60 pixel 
adius circle, offset from, but close to, the source. Upon examination 
f the hardness ratio (HR), it was clear that there was no rapid spectral
volution. The on-line XRT product generator 2 (Evans et al. 2009 ) 
as used to extract spectra o v er a number of intervals, during each
f which the HR remained approximately constant. 
UV O T analysis utilized the updated sensitivity calibrations 

eleased in 2020. Magnitudes were estimated using uvotsource , 
ith a 3 arcsec radius source e xtraction re gion to a v oid possible
 http://www.astr osur f.com/ar as/Aras DataBase/DataBase.htm 

 https:// www.swift.ac.uk/ user objects 

e

3

h

o w-le vel contamination from a nearby source, and 20 arcsec
ackground circle. 
All photometry is recorded in Table A3, and near-UV and optical

ight curves of V392 Per are presented in Fig. 1 . 

 RESULTS  

.1 Sun constraints 

bservation of V392 Per was heavily impacted by on-sky proximity 
o the Sun at the time of its eruption. Early ground-based observations
ocused on spectroscopic data until the system entered its Sun 
onstraint. Swift was constrained more severely than ground-based 
elescopes. The Swift Sun constraints co v ered the periods from
isco v ery up to 2018 July 18; 2019 April 25 to July 20; and 2020
pril 24 to July 19. The Swift constraints are shown by the vertical

haded regions in Fig. 1 . 

.2 Time of eruption 

he eruption of V392 Per was disco v ered on 2018 April 29 by Yuji
akamura in Kameyama (Wagner et al. 2018 ); who also collected

he last pre-eruption observation on April 21.4627, 3 8.01 d earlier. 
he disco v ery observation is the brightest of the no va and one could
ssume that this coincides with onset of the eruption ( T 0 ), or with
aximum light ( T max ). Thus, we used the V -band light curve (see
ig. 1 ) to estimate t 2 and t 3 (the time to decline from peak by two
nd three magnitudes, respectively) and the rise time � t 0 (here,
sing equation 16 from Hachisu & Kato 2006 ). Eruption parameters
omputed via this approach are recorded in Table 1 . 

Ho we v er, the light curv e follows the P-class morphology (Strope,
chaefer & Henden 2010 ), exhibiting a pseudo-plateau in the early
volution (see Fig. 1 ), where the otherwise smooth, steep decline
as a relatively flat interval, typically 3–6 mag below peak, followed
y another steep decline. If we assume that T max coincides with the
arliest V -band observation ( V = 6.36 mag), then plateau onset occurs
fter a decline of only 2.1 mag. Thus t 3 occurs during the plateau,
nterrupting the smooth decline, which leads to a relatively long rise
ime estimate ( �t 0 = 4 + 2 

−3 d) for such a rapidly evolving eruption.
ere, poor constraint of the eruption time leads to large uncertainties
n all light curve derived parameters. 
As an alternative, we assumed that plateau onset coincides with 

 3 . In the Strope et al. ( 2010 ) sample of 19 P-class novae, only
4021 Sgr entered a plateau earlier (2.4 mag below peak; it also had

he slowest decline of the sample). Fixing plateau onset at t 3 provides
 conserv ati ve estimate of the time of maximum: if the plateau onset
ccurs later there would have been an earlier and brighter peak.
he light curve evolution of V392 Per is well described by a series
f broken power laws (see Fig. 1 ), whose indices depend upon the
ssumed T 0 . Hence, an iterative approach was used to fit the light
urves (see Section 3.4 ) to determine T max such that the plateau began
t t 3 . This leads to independent estimates of T 0 , � t 0 , t 2 , t 3 , and T max =
.3 ± 0.3 d pre-disco v ery (see Table 1 ). 
Regardless of the method employed, t 2 < 4 d: a very fast eruption

Payne-Gaposchkin 1964 ), and V392 Per is one of the fastest evolv-
ng novae yet discovered. Based on the likelihood that maximum 

ight was missed, the rapid evolution of the light curve, the γ -ray
etection, and behaviour of similar P-class novae, we adopt these 
stimates throughout. 
MNRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. Light curves of the nova eruption of V392 Per from LT, LCOGT, AAVSO, and Swift observations. The gre y re gions indicate the Swift Sun constraints, 
and the green region demarks the epoch of γ -ray detection by Fermi -LAT. Broken power laws have been fitted to each light curve (see Section 3.4 ). The 
horizontal dashed line indicates photometry of a nearby (9 arcsec away) star in the field. Bottom right-hand panel: Dereddened colour evolution using E ( B −
V ) = 0.7 mag. 
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.3 Distance, extinction, and astrometry 

toyanov et al. ( 2020 ) measured radial velocities of diffuse inter-
tellar bands and interstellar K I in their V392 Per spectra from 2018

ay 1–2, deriving E ( B − V ) = 1.2 ± 0.1. Munari et al. ( 2020a )
ompared the ( B − V ) colour of V392 Per shortly after peak with
he expected intrinsic colour at maximum to derive E ( B − V ) =
.72 ± 0.06. The Stoyanov et al. ( 2020 ) measurement was very
arly post-eruption and the ejecta may have added to the extinction
NRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 

olumn. 
d  
The equi v alent width of the interstellar sodium doublet absorption
ine is often used to determine reddening. Ho we ver, the interstellar
a I -D lines were saturated in our spectra. Stoyanov et al. ( 2020 ) also

eported saturation of the Na doublet. 
The astrometry of V392 Per, as reported by Gaia EDR3 (Gaia

ollaboration 2016 , 2021 ) is α = 4 h 43 m 21 . s 369814 ± 0 . 04 mas , δ =
7 ◦21 ′ 25 . ′′ 84112 ± 0 . 03 mas (J2000). EDR3 reports a parallax mea-
urement for V392 Per of 	 = 0.276 ± 0.046 mas. Following
ailer-Jones et al. ( 2021 ), this leads to a distance estimate of
 = 3 . 5 + 0 . 6 

−0 . 5 kpc. Utilizing the 3D dust maps of Green et al. ( 2019 ),
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Table 1. Key parameters of the V392 Per eruption. 

Methodology: Disco v ery at T max Plateau at t 3 

Disco v ery (MJD) 58237.474 

Eruption: T 0 (MJD) 58233 + 3 −2 58236.0 ± 0.2 

Maximum light: T max (MJD) 58237.474 58237.1 ± 0.3 

Rise time: � t 0 / days 4 + 2 −3 1.1 ± 0.2 

t 2 / days 3.1 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.1 

t 3 / days 8 + 1 −2 4.2 ± 0.3 

Plateau onset / days 12 ± 1 5 . 2 + 0 . 9 −1 . 1 

Plateau duration / days 3 ± 2 5 ± 1 

m V , max / mag 5 . 92 −0 . 04 
+ 0 . 3 5.51 ∓0.09 

E ( B − V ) / mag 0 . 70 + 0 . 03 
−0 . 02 

M V , Gaia / mag −9 . 0 −0 . 6 
+ 0 . 4 −9 . 4 −0 . 4 

+ 0 . 3 
M V , MMRD / mag −8.5 ∓0.2 −8.8 ∓0.2 

d Gaia / kpc 3 . 5 + 0 . 6 −0 . 5 

d MMRD / kpc 2.7 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.3 
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Figure 2. Comparison of post-nova (black) and pre-nova (red) V -band bright- 
ness of V392 Per. The av erage post-no va magnitude V̄ = 15 . 2 ± 0 . 1 mag 
is shown by the dashed line. The time-scale for the pre-eruption AAVSO 

data from 2004 March to 2018 March, which co v ers around three times the 
duration of the post-nova observations, is shown by the top time axis. 
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e estimate the line of sight reddening toward V392 Per to be
 ( B − V ) = 0 . 70 + 0 . 03 

−0 . 02 . This follows the approach used by Darn-
ey & Starrfield ( 2018 ), 4 ho we ver, both the distance and reddening
stimates are smaller due to advances between Gaia DR2 and 
DR3. This reddening estimate is in agreement with that by Munari 
t al. ( 2020a ) and we adopt E ( B − V ) = 0.7 throughout. As such,
nd utilizing the plateau method (see Section 3.2 ), we estimate a
eak absolute magnitude M V , Gaia = −9 . 4 −0 . 4 

+ 0 . 3 mag. This large Gaia
istance and resulting luminous M V demonstrate that V 392 Per is
OT a ‘f aint-f ast’ nova, lik e those commonly seen in M 31 and

n M 87 (Kasliwal et al. 2011 ; Shara et al. 2016 ). Thus the use
f the MMRD is justified to check on the Gaia distance. The ‘S-
haped’ MMRD calibrated by Della Valle & Izzo ( 2020 , see their
quation 15) for a nova with t 2 = 2.0 ± 0.1 produces a consistent
 < 2 σ ) estimate of M V , MMRD = −8.8 ∓0.2, and an MMRD distance
stimate of 2.7 ± 0.3 kpc (within 1.4 σ of the Gaia distance). 

.4 Photometry and light cur v e fitting 

ig. 1 presents the u 
′ 
BVr 

′ 
i 
′ 
z 

′ 
and Swift /UV O T uvw1, uvm2, and uvw2

ight curves for V392 Per. The optical observations are shown with 
he same scale to aid comparison, and the BVr 

′ 
i 
′ 
light curves include

bservations taken by AAVSO observers (all photometric data before 
he first Sun constraint: see Table A4 for observer details). The colour
volution of the nova is also shown in Fig. 1 . The series of high-
adence i 

′ 
-band photometry collected by LT and LCOGT is included 

nd illustrates the high amplitude variations seen (see Section 3.6 ). 
As shown in Fig. 1 , the optical and near-UV light curves of

392 Per can be broadly replicated by a series of six broken power
aws ( f ∝ t α) and a least-squares regression was employed to fit each
ight curv e. Ke y parameters from the best fits are shown in Table A5.
n general, the light curve exhibits an initial decline from maximum 

efore entering a quasi-plateau after ∼5 d. The plateau continues 
or a further ∼5 d after which the decline steepens further and the
ight curve follows three broken power laws as it approaches an 
pproximately flat luminosity ∼225 d post-eruption. 

The onset, duration, and gradient of the plateau differs between the 
assbands; with a shallower gradient, later onset, and longer duration 
ith decreasing wavelength. Such plateaus have been proposed to be 
 The parallax reported by Darnley & Starrfield ( 2018 ) was actually that of 
S Oph, although their reported distance did relate to V392 Per. 

p
 

s  

f  
aused by a surviving, or reformed, accretion disc emerging from the
ptically thick photosphere as it recedes back towards the WD surface
Hachisu & Kato 2006 ; Henze et al. 2018 ). The behaviour here is
ompatible with a cooler outer disc emerging from the receding 
hotosphere earlier than the inner hotter regions. 
There is a potential light curve discontinuity during the first Sun

onstraint. The B -band light curve is poorly sampled but appears
ontinuous across the gap, but the Vr 

′ 
i 
′ 

data point to a change in
radient during that Sun constraint, possibly hinting at a further 
lateau stage during the gap. Upon exiting the initial Sun constraint,
he system had entered the nebular phase, with strong emission 
rom [ O III ] 4363, 4959, and 5007 Å and He II 4686 Å present (see
ection 4 ). These emission lines began to appear before the end of

he Sun constraint and, due to their strengths, may have driven the
hanges observed in the B and V light curves. 

The power law indices in the initial decline in the BVr 
′ 

bands are
= −1.75 ± 0.04, −1.76 ± 0.07, and −1.78 ± 0.8, respectively. This 

ppears in good agreement with the expected continuum from free–
ree emission from an optically thin plasma (also see Section 5.1 for
iscussion about the nature of the early-decline light curve). Other 
han the initial power law and the plateau, we do not ascribe any
hysical meaning to the power laws. We simply utilize these as a
ool to calibrate the optical spectroscopy (see Section 4 ). 

The light curv es hav e remained broadly static at the post-nova
uminosity since ∼225 d post-eruption, with V̄ = 15 . 2 ± 0 . 1 mag.
his is substantially brighter than the long-term quiescent minimum 

f ∼17 mag, and was referred to by Munari et al. ( 2020a ) as
sustained post-(eruption) brightening’, see Fig. 2 . 

.5 Spectral energy distribution 

he evolution of the spectral energy distribution (SED) of V392 Per is
hown in Fig. 3 . The SEDs are derived from dereddened photometry
hrough LT u 

′ 
BVr 

′ 
i 
′ 
z 

′ 
, and Swift uvw2, uvm2, and uvw1 filters. We

ave assumed the Gaia determined distance of 3.5 kpc and E ( B −
 ) = 0.7 mag. All plots include the SED averaged over the post-nova
eriod, t ≥ 223 d post-eruption. 
Since V392 Per emerged from the first Sun constraint, the SED

hape has remained broadly constant, with the o v erall luminosity
 ading tow ard the post-no va av erage (black line), although the o v erall
MNRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Spectral energy distribution (SED) evolution of V392 Per. Top left-hand panel: Evolution between days 84–194, and the average post-nova (p.n. ave) 
SED, from day 220 and beyond, is shown in black at the bottom. Top right-hand panel: Average post-nova SED, error bars indicate 1 σ scatter. Bottom left-hand 
panel: Distance uncertainty, d = 3 . 5 + 0 . 6 −0 . 5 kpc Bottom right-hand panel: Extinction uncertainties, E ( B − V ) = 0 . 70 + 0 . 03 
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ED slope has gradually decreased: the SED has become redder.
rom day 194 post-eruption, the SED luminosity has remained
ery close to the average post-nova value. From day 84, the SED
hows a persistent V -band bump, which seems to be driven by [ O III ]
959 + 5007 Å emission. We propose that the SED from the u 

′ 
-band

nd bluer is that of an accretion disc (see Section 5 ). 

.6 Orbital period 

he post-nova light curve of V392 Per shows clear and significant
ariation, see Figs 1 ( i 

′ 
-band) and 2 . There are three published periods

or V392 Per: 
Schmidt ( 2020 ) used Cousins I -band photometry collected o v er

8 d between 2019 December 22 and 2020 March 9 (ef fecti vely
he same period as Munari et al. 2020a ). The data were detrended by
ubtracting the nightly mean magnitude. Schmidt ( 2020 ) performed a
iscrete Fourier transform and Lomb-Scargle periodogram analysis,
ielding a period of P = 0 . 06600 ± 0 . 00002 d. 
The Munari et al. ( 2020a ) period was calculated using ANS

ollaboration VRI data taken o v er 17 nights between 2019 December
0 and 2020 March 11. The Fourier power spectrum of these data
evealed two significant, potentially linked peaks, P = 3.4118 d and
 = 1.4107 d (both illustrated in Fig. 4 ). Consideration of the pre-
ova photometry and derived system parameters led them to fa v our
he longer period. Munari et al. notes that their R and I -band data
how similar periodic modulation. 

Schaefer ( 2021 ) utilized 1150 TESS observations from 2019, with
8725 supplementary AAVSO observations from 2019–2021, and,
NRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
ollowing cleaning and detrending, employed a Fourier technique and
olded light curve fitting to estimate P = 3.21997 ± 0.00039 d, with
n amplitude of 0.122 magnitudes. Ho we ver, the TESS CCD scale
21 arcsec pixel −1 ) would prohibit the disentanglement of signals
rom V392 Per and the nearby, similar luminosity, field star (standard
15; 9 arcsec distant). Some AAVSO observers were unable to
eparate these two sources as the nova faded. Munari, Moretti &

aitan ( 2020b ) find the neighbour star shows no variability; our
hotometry of this source concurs. 
We collected 423 high-cadence observations in the i 

′ 
-band using

T and LCOGT between 2019 No v ember 17 and December 2. These
ata show variation with amplitude up to ∼ 0 . 7 mag o v er the course
f a night, much greater than reported by Munari et al. or Schaefer.
he left-hand panel of Fig. 4 shows the Lomb-Scargle power
pectrum for all our i 

′ 
-band observations taken after day 252, during

he roughly consistent brightness post-nova phase, and we also show
he associated window function. The periods reported by Munari et al.
 2020a ) and Schaefer ( 2021 ) are indicated on the power spectrum.
he strongest significant peak is found at P = 1.62419 ± 0.00069 d,
hen utilizing a single (sinusoidal) Fourier term; this is very close

o half the Schaefer ( 2021 ) value. Adding a second sinusoidal term
eveals an additional peak at P = 3.2297 ± 0.0027 d, very close to
chaefer’s. The right-hand panel of Fig. 4 presents our i 

′ 
-band data

olded around P = 3.2297 d. Here, upon visual inspection, there does
ppear to be a plausible phase-folded light curve that is compatible
ith a double-dipping CV. Ho we ver, the folded light curve appears

noisy’, and we suggest that this may be due to different periodic,
r other, activity from the system. 
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Figure 4. Top left-hand panel: Power spectrum of post-nova i 
′ 
-band observations using a single Fourier sinusoidal term. Middle left-hand panel: As top 

left, but utilizing two Fourier terms. Bottom left-hand panel: Window function power spectrum. In all three panels the vertical red dashed lines indicate the 
reported periods, from left to right: P = 1.4107 d (Munari et al. 2020a ); P = 1.62419 ± 0.00069 d (this work); P = 3.21997 ± 0.00039 d (Schaefer 2021 ); P = 

3.2297 ± 0.0027 d (this work; indistinguishable from Schaefer 2021 ); and P = 3.4118 d (Munari et al. 2020a ). Right-hand panel: Post-eruption i 
′ 
-band light 

curve, folded on best-fitting period of P = 3.2297( ± 0.0027) d. 
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.7 Optical spectra 

ur LT and Hiltner 2.4 m flux calibrated and dereddened spectra 
re shown in Figs 5 –7 . Those shown in Fig. 5 were taken before
392 Per entered the initial Sun constraint, and co v er the period
f early spectral evolution, while the spectra were declining in 
ptical thickness. The strongest features in the earliest spectrum 

2.1 d post-eruption; 1 d post-maximum) are H I Balmer series lines, 
ith H α–H δ exhibiting broad, optically thick, P Cygni profiles. All 

ines attributable to the eruption have P Cygni shapes. We see strong
ines from He I 4471 Å, in particular, and from He I 4388 Å and 
438 Å. Lines from Fe II multiplet 42 are dominant features. A broad 
a I -D profile is punctuated by saturated interstellar absorption lines 

see Section 3.3 ). In the second spectrum (4.9 d post-eruption), we
lso see He I 6678 Å, 7065 Å, and 7281 Å. In addition, lines from O I

774 Å, 8227 Å, and 8446 Å were present (but not shown in Fig. 5 ).
ll spectra before the initial Sun constraint exhibit these lines, but 

heir intensity and optical depth diminishes o v er this first week of
volution, and the line profiles evolve from P Cygni profiles to triple-
eaked structures (also see Darnley et al. 2018a ; Mugrauer, Gilbert &
offmann 2018 ; Tomov et al. 2018 ; Wagner et al. 2018 ). Based on

he spectral morphology, we would place this eruption in the Fe II
axonomic class, although the inferred ejecta velocities are higher 
han normally seen in spectra from this class. 

Once V392 Per became visible following the first Sun constraint 
76 d post-eruption), the spectra had transitioned to the nebular phase 
see Fig. 6 ; Darnley 2018a ). We see the continued presence of
almer and He I emission; ho we ver, the spectra are dominated by 
ebular [ O III ] 4959 + 5007 Å and auroral [ O III ] 4363 Å lines, with
e II emission (particularly at 4200 Å and 4686 Å) now also present. 
s reported by Darnley ( 2018b ), the [ O III ] 5007 Å line ri v als H α in
rightness, and [ O III ] 4363 Å and He II 4686 Å are stronger than H β.
he forbidden lines are double-peaked, whereas the H I and He I lines 

etain the triple-peaked structure, and the widths of the forbidden 
ines are consistent with those of H I . The final set of spectra are
hown in Fig. 7 . Here we witness the decline of the nebular emission
nd the transition to the post-nova spectrum. Emission from the [ O III ]
ines fades relative to that from He II 4686 Å and H I . 

As first reported by Munari & Ochner ( 2018 ), we also see evidence
or [ Ne III ] 3869 Å in the Hiltner and LBT spectra taken on days 132,
46, 189, and 220 post-eruption. Ho we ver, we do not see evidence for
 Ne IV ] 4715 Å. This line might blend with the He II 4686 Å profile,
ut we link the structure seen at ∼±2000 km s −1 around He II to a
ontribution from the ejecta (see Section 4.4 ). 

.8 Swift X-ray and UV obser v ations 

wift observations commenced as soon as V392 Per emerged from 

he first Sun constraint on 2018 July 20 (Darnley et al. 2018b ).
he Swift /UV O T photometry is shown in Fig. 1 . Although starting
uch later, the near-UV light curves match the late decline and

pproximately flat post-nova phases seen in the optical. There is a
light upward trend in the near-UV brightness during the post-nova 
hase. The system is consistently fainter through the uvm2 filter 
which lies between the uvw1 and uvw2 filters, and samples the
175 Å ‘bump’ in the interstellar e xtinction curv e), suggestiv e of
igh extinction. 
The Swift /XRT light curve is presented in the left-hand panel

f Fig. 8 . The plot at the top (black) shows the XRT count rate.
 rapid decline in counts is seen from days 83–97, after which

he counts remain approximately flat until entry into the second 
un-constraint. Upon exiting the second constraint, the XRT counts 
emained slightly ele v ated. The X-ray HR [defined as counts (0.8–
0 keV) / counts (0.3–0.8 keV)] is shown in the bottom panel (red).
he HR is approximately constant (although slightly decreasing) 

rom day 112 onward. Ho we ver, the HR at day 83 is clearly lower
softer), and between days 83–97 there is a gradual hardening. Here
e propose that the softer emission seen between days 83–97 is the

ail of the super-soft source (SSS) phase of V392 Per. 
The right-hand panel of Fig. 8 presents a comparison between 

he Swift /UV O T uvw2 lightcurv e and the XRT light curv e; here the
nal decline in the near-UV is particularly evident. From ∼300 d
ost-eruption, the XRT count rate and uvw2 photometry appear 
oughly correlated. This suggests that the post-nova near-UV and 
-ray emission have a similar origin. 

 SPECTRAL  ANALYSI S  

.1 Balmer lines 

igh resolution H α line profiles are shown in Fig. 9 , which presents
iltner 2.4 m and the LT/FRODOSpec data. Our earliest spectrum 

2.1 d post-eruption; Fig. 9 top left-hand panel) reveals a single-
MNRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
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Figure 5. Pre-first Sun constraint spectra of V392 Per, from 2.1–8.1 d post-eruption. Here we present flux calibrated (but offset) dereddened spectra from the LT 

(SPRAT and FRODOSpec) and the Hiltner 2.4 m. These early spectra are becoming progressively less optically thick. Prominent spectral features are labelled. 
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eaked, optically thick, broad and asymmetric H α line, with P Cygni
bsorptions at −2560 km s −1 and −4550 km s −1 , and emission on
he red side out to ∼ 5000 km s −1 . By the next spectrum (4.9 d post-
ruption) the profile has developed a stronger and narrower central
eak, and additional secondary peaks have started to develop at
±2500 km s −1 , the P Cygni absorption elements have weakened

nd possibly merged (see Section 4.2 ), and the high velocity redward
ing has gone. Over the next week, as V392 Per approached the first
un constraint, the central peak increased in intensity relative to the
NRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
ed- and blue-shifted secondary peaks, with the redward peak more
harply defined than its blue counterpart. 

The subsequent spectrum was taken once V392 Per emerged from
he first Sun constraint, on day 76 (Fig. 9 top right-hand panel). By
his time the system had evolved to the nebular phase and the H α line
rofile transitioned to a clear three-peaked structure with a bright,
ery narrow, central peak with measured FWHM of 57 km s −1 . The
elocity structure of the outer peaks are symmetric, but the redward
eak is brighter. This morphology persisted until 220 d post-eruption,

art/stac1577_f5.eps
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Figure 6. As Fig. 5 , displaying spectra from 76–226 d post-eruption and the nebular phase. 
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ut the outer peak amplitude continued to weaken relative to the 
entral peak. 

From day 226 post-eruption (Fig. 9 bottom left-hand panel), the 
mplitude of the central peak began to dominate and emission from
he outer peaks began to wane more rapidly at higher velocities: 
he outer peaks appear to mo v e inward towards the central peak

most likely an effect of decreasing emissivity as the ejecta thin. 
he fastest moving ejecta thin the fastest. As the outer peak flux
ecreased, nearby lines became more prominent, e.g. He I 6678 Å
 + 5165 km s −1 ). Between days 351–448 (see Fig. 7 ) all high velocity
lements had disappeared, leaving just the narrow central line (Fig. 9
ottom right-hand panel) – the post-nova profile. 
In Fig. 10 we compare the H α profile with those of H β and H γ .

s expected, the Balmer line profiles evolve broadly similarly. The 
 Cygni absorptions persist for longer in H β and H γ , possibly up

o day 7.1 (see Section 4.2 ). The central peak is stronger relative to
he outer peaks in H β and H γ than in H α. This suggests there may
e different recombination conditions in different ejecta components 
r stronger self-absorption in those components – both indicative 
f a complex geometry. During the nebular phase, H β and H γ are
MNRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
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Figure 7. As Fig. 5 , displaying spectra from 252 to 854 d post-eruption, showing the transition from the late-nebular phase to the post-nova phase. 
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everely blended with, and dominated by, the nebular and auroral
 O III ] lines, respectively. By the post-nova phase all three Balmer
ines simply show a very narrow peak. 

The H α profile remains isolated from other lines and is one of
he strongest lines in the spectra at all times, whereas other bright
ines, e.g. other H I , He I-II , and [ O III ], were often severely blended.
hus, to measure the flux of the emission lines we used a triple-
aussian profile, modelled around the H α profile at each epoch, to

stimate line fluxes and, where necessary, de-blend lines. Line fluxes
re tabulated in Tables A7 and A8. 

The flux evolution of the H α line profile is shown in Fig. 11
left-hand panel). Although the high amplitude of the central peak
NRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
ad appeared to dominate from day 226, here we see that the
ntegrated emission from the outer peaks (blue and red) dominates
he o v erall line flux (brown) until day ∼600. The decline of the
uter peak fluxes are well described by a power law with index
2.32 ± 0.04. The decay of the central peak (black) is steeper

han the outer peaks and power law-like until day ∼100, however,
rom this point the central peak tends towards a constant flux of
2.90 ± 0.42) × 10 −12 erg s −1 cm 

−2 . Here we suggest that there are
wo system components contributing to the H α line, a triple-peaked
jecta profile, that decays as a power law, and a constant single narrow
eaked contribution from the central system. While the H β line is
trong and isolated during the early spectra, once in the nebular phase
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Figure 8. Left and centre: Swift /XRT observations of V392 Per. The upper panel shows the count rate, the lower panel shows the hardness ratio: counts 
(0.8–10 keV) / counts (0.3–0.8 keV). Right-hand panel: Swift /XRT count rate (black) compared to the Swift /UV O T uvw2 photometry (red). 

Figure 9. High resolution H α line profiles from Hiltner OSMOS and FRODOSpec spectra. The spectra have been normalized to the flux of the H α central 
peak. The horizontal dotted lines indicate a normalized dereddened flux value of 0. The vertical dotted line shows the rest wavelength of H α. 
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he line is severely blended and dominated by [ O III ] 4959 + 5007 Å.
s such, we can only reliably estimate the H β flux until day ∼350.
s shown in Fig. 11 , the H β flux declines following a similar power

aw to H α. 

.2 Multiple ejections? 

n Fig. 12 we show the velocity evolution of detected P Cygni
bsorption components from the Balmer lines. For illustrative 
urposes, we also show the Fermi-LAT γ -ray light curve and 95th 
ercentile upper limits (Chomiuk et al. 2021a ; Albert et al. 2022 ).
ere we also utilize the ARAS spectra, some of which included
ery high resolution data for the Balmer lines. The first H α P Cygni
easurement is 1.9 d post-eruption and yielded two components 
−3000 km s −1 and ∼−5000 km s −1 . The H α P Cygni absorptions

ppear to shift further bluewards o v er the next three spectra. By day
.85, the H α profile only revealed a single P Cygni absorption at
−4000 km s −1 , with subsequent measurements showing similar 
 Cygni velocities. Most of the later H α line profiles only contain
 single P Cygni absorption, but a higher resolution spectrum 

aken 7.8 d post-eruption indicated that the absorption contained 
ubstructure with similar nearby minima of ∼−3800 km s −1 and 
MNRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
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Figure 10. Comparison of H α (blue), H β (orange), and H γ (green) line profiles for pre-first Sun constraint epochs. Spectra have been normalized to the 
central peak flux. 

Figure 11. Left-hand panel: H α flux evolution from SPRAT and FRODOSpec spectra. The fluxes of the central, blueward, and redward components are shown 
in black, blue, and red, respecti vely. The total flux is sho wn in bro wn. Right-hand panel: Flux evolution of prominent lines in the V392 Per spectra. Data for 
[O III] 4959 Å, [O III] 5007 Å, and H β are only shown up to day 346. The H α flux from day 346 onw ard only includes the central and redw ard component, and 
for day 591 onward only the central component. Power law fits to these data are indicated by the solid lines, dotted lines are extrapolations of fits beyond the 
available data. 
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−4000 km s −1 . The o v erall structure of the Balmer lines is
omplex and this led to systematic difficulties in the P Cygni
easurement, and as such the scatter seen in the H α measures from

ay 5 onward, is indicative of the associated systematic errors. 
The first Fermi-LAT γ -ray detection occurred 2.5 d post-eruption

one day post-disco v ery), the second detection a day later had less
han half the flux of the first detection, and the γ -ray flux had almost
alved again by day 4.5. During this period of rapid γ -ray fading,
e observe the apparent merger of two P Cygni absorptions, leaving
 single absorption line with a velocity intermediate to the two. This
cenario is consistent with that reported in Aydi et al. ( 2020a , b )
or V906 Car and other CNe, where two constituents of a multi-
omponent ejecta merge, with the associated shocks driving γ -ray
mission. Here, we propose that an initial ∼3000 km s −1 ejection
NRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
erges with a subsequent ∼5000 km s −1 ejection, leaving a single
omponent travelling at ∼4000 km s −1 . With this merger seemingly
ccurring 2.5 ± 0.5 d after the initial eruption, the second ejection
ould have occurred at 1.0 ± 0.3 d post-eruption, i.e. around the

ime of optical maximum. Assuming that kinetic energy is largely
onserved during the merger, the second ejection could have a mass
p to 80 per cent that of the first. 
The equi v alent H β and H γ data appear richer, both showing

vidence for the initial merger that dro v e the strong γ -ray peak.
rom day 5, there remains evidence for two absorption features
t lower velocities ( ∼−3750 km s −1 and ∼−3250 km s −1 ). These
re markedly lower than P Cygni velocities seen in the H α profile
uring the same epochs, but we note that the H α line was already
ransitioning to an optically thin emission profile at this time. These
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Figure 12. Velocity evolution of the Balmer line (left-hand panel: H α, centre: H β, right-hand panel: H γ ) P Cygni absorption features (black). The red data 
points show the Fermi-LAT light curve for comparison, the red arrowheads are 95th percentile upper limits. 
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ata are admittedly noisy, but they hint at a second or on-going merger 
vent; which may be driving the flat γ -ray emission during this time.
he spectral co v erage ends at day 10, but in this final spectrum there

s a hint of a single, merged, P Cygni at ∼−3550 km s −1 . We note that
his corresponds to the final Fermi-LAT detection, although V392 Per 
emained visible to Fermi beyond this time. 

.3 He I 6678 Å and 7065 Å

he He I 6678 Å profiles were fitted simultaneously with the H α, 
nd are shown in Figs 9 and 10 at ∼5250 km s −1 . The flux evolution
f He I 6678 Å is shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 11 . Due to
ts proximity to H α, only the central peak of the He I 6678 Å was
easured, and emission peaked 4.9 d post-eruption at (5.30 ± 0.01) ×

0 −9 erg s −1 cm 

−2 . The He I 6678 Å flux follows a power law with
ndex −2.69 ± 0.16, declining to a plateau of around (1.01 ± 0.03) ×
0 −12 erg s −1 cm 

−2 , from day 253 post-eruption. 
As He I 7065 Å is isolated from other strong lines, the profile 

as modelled using a three component Gaussian, as for H α. The
volution of the total flux of He I 7065 Å is shown in the right-hand
anel of Fig. 11 . The first flux measurement of He I 7065 Å was
3.74 ± 0.04) × 10 −8 erg s −1 cm 

−2 , 4.9 d post-eruption. The He I
065 Å broadly follows a power law with index −2.12 ± 0.05, but 
here is no evidence for a flux plateau from the central component,
s was seen in H α and He I 6678 Å. 

.4 He II 4686 Å

e II 4686 Å normalized line profiles are shown in Fig. 13 (left- 
and panel). The top panel shows profiles from the nebular phase 
ollowing emergence from the initial Sun constraint 83–212 d post- 
ruption. During this stage, the He II emission strengthened relative 
o neighbouring permitted lines. The low resolution spectra are 
uggestive of broad He II emission associated with the nova ejecta, 
ue to blending from neighbouring lines. Ho we ver, the higher 
esolution data indicate that the He II emission is dominated by a 
arrow central peak, with hints of a faint, broad, contribution from
he ejecta ( ±2300 km s −1 ) in spectra from days 132 and 189. The
e II profiles toward the end of the nebular phase and throughout the 
ost-nova period, show only the narrow central peak. 
Given the simplicity of the He II profile, we fitted the line using

 single Gaussian. The flux evolution of He II 4686 Å is shown 
n Fig. 13 (right-hand panel). There is no significant detection of
e II before the first Sun constraint. The first clear detection of He II
ccurs after emergence from this Sun constraint, on day 82. Here,
he flux is (1.09 ± 0.10) × 10 −10 erg s −1 cm 

−2 . The evolution of
he line flux is best described by the combination of a power law
f index −2.54 ± 0.16 and a plateau of around (9.02 ± 0.37) ×
0 −12 erg s −1 cm 

−2 . The flux evolution is compared with that of other
pecies in Figs 11 (right-hand panel), shown in Fig. 13 , and discussed
urther in Section 5 . 

.5 Nebular [O III ] 4959 + 5007 Å

he combined [ O III ] 4959 + 5007 Å nebular emission complex was
isible from the initial post-first Sun constraint spectrum, and 
ominant throughout the nebular phase (see Figs 6 and 7 ). Although
ppearing to mirror the triple-peaked H α profile, the [ O III ] complex
onsists of a pair of o v erlapping double-peaked line profiles, the
righter centred at 5007 Å the fainter at 4959 Å (see Figs 14 and 15 ).
here is no evidence for a central component and, by this time, the
entral component seen in the permitted lines was only ∼60 km s −1 

ide and therefore not associated with the ejecta. 
The nebular [ O III ] flux was measured by modelling the 5007 Å

omponent with a symmetric pair of Gaussians offset equally either 
ide of the rest wavelength. The 4959 Å was simultaneously modelled 
y scaling the 5007 Å profile. The blueward peak from the 4959 Å
rofile o v erlaps with the redward outer peak of H β. Thus, to de-blend
 O III ] and H β, we included H β (based on the H α profile) in the
ebular [ O III ] model (see Section 4.1 ). In addition, we incorporated
 II 5001 Å and He I 5016 Å lines using single Gaussians with widths 
atching the central H α peak. 
Fig. 14 shows the evolution of the nebular [ O III ] 4959 + 5007 Å

rofile (days 77–212 post-eruption) as it transitions toward the 
frozen-in’ state. Initially, the space between the two 5007 Å peaks 
as ‘filled’ by emission from N II 5001 Å and He I 5016 Å. As 

he relative strength of [ O III ] increased the impact of N II and He I
iminished. 
The left-hand panel of Fig. 15 presents the nebular [ O III ] profile in

igher resolution. The top plot shows the pre-frozen evolution seen 
n Fig. 14 . The middle plot shows the frozen-in phase between days
20–351. The bottom plot (days 448–854) shows weakened [ O III ] 
blue; with N II , He I , and H β again evident). Here, the orange line
hows the low resolution profile obtained 854 d post-eruption, when 
 O III ] was no longer detectable. 

The flux evolution of [ O III ] 4959 Å and [ O III ] 5007 Å is shown
n Fig. 11 . The first flux measurements are from day 77, yield-
ng (2.72 ± 0.17) × 10 −10 erg s −1 cm 

−2 and (9.45 ± 0.26) ×
MNRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
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Figure 13. Left-hand panels: He II 4686 Å line profile evolution: high resolution profiles are compared with time-averaged low resolution data (grey) from the 
same time interval. Top: spectra from 83–212 d post-eruption, high resolution data from 132 (blue) and 189 (orange) days post-eruption. Bottom: spectra from 

253–854 d post-eruption. Right-hand panel: He II 4686 Å flux evolution, where the solid line indicates a power law plus plateau fit to the data. 

Figure 14. Evolution of the [ O III ] 4959 + 5007 Å profile from days 77–212 post-eruption. Centre: observed line profiles. Left-hand panel: [ O III ] line profile 
models. Right-hand panel: [ O III ] models including emission from N II 5001 Å, He I 5016 Å, and H β ( −8727 km s −1 ). 
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0 −10 erg s −1 cm 

−2 for 4959 Å and 5007 Å, respectively (a ratio of
.5 ± 0.2). We fit the flux of both the 4959 Å and 5007 Å contributions
y linking both to a power law with index −1.88 ± 0.10. From day
46, the rate of decline steepened and the flux ratio between the
omponents began to decrease. 

.6 Auroral [O III ] 4363 Å

imilar to its nebular cousins, auroral [ O III ] 4363 Å was visible in
he initial post-first Sun constraint spectra, and this emission ri v alled
he H α line. The line profile evolution is shown in the right-hand
anels of Fig. 15 . The top plot presents days 82–212 and, unlike
he nebular lines, the auroral profiles are already frozen-in. The
ignal-to-noise for the auroral profile rapidly diminished, as such,
he middle and bottom panels simply show time averaged low- (red)
NRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
nd high-resolution (grey) spectra between days 220–351 and 448–
54, respectively. While the low-resolution spectra suggest changes
n the relative intensity of the two components, in the high-resolution
pectra (days 220–351) we see that the auroral structure has faded
ith narrow H γ emission becoming more dominant. By the post-
ov a phase, e vidence for auroral [ O III ] has largely disappeared
eaving just the narrow H γ line. 

The [ O III ] 4363 Å flux was measured by fitting the profile with a
imilar model to [ O III ] 5007 Å combined with a H α-based profile
or H γ . We also incorporated He I 4388 Å emission using a single
aussian matched to the width of the H α central peak. The flux
easurements for [ O III ] 4363 Å are shown in Fig. 11 . The first
easurement (day 77) yielded (1.76 ± 0.33) × 10 −10 erg s −1 cm 

−2 ,
ith the flux evolution described by a power law with index
2.72 ± 0.46. 
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Figure 15. Left-hand panel: Evolution of the high resolution [ O III ] 4959 + 5007 Å profile. Top panel, showing the transition to the ‘frozen-in’ state (as shown 
in low resolution in Fig. 14 ). The middle panel shows profile ‘frozen-in’ between days 220-351 post-eruption. The bottom panel shows time-averaged data for 
the late nebular phase (blue), where H β ( −8727 km s −1 ) is now similar in strength to [ O III ] 5007 Å. The orange line shows the post-nova data from day 854, 
here only He I 5016 Å remains. Right-hand panel: [ O III ] 4363 Å low resolution profile evolution, SPRAT data are shown at their native resolution, while Hiltner 
2.4 m data have been Gaussian smoothed to match. The top panel shows data from days 82 to 212, where the profile is frozen-in. The middle and bottom panels 
show the average profile between days 220–351 and 448–854, respectively, for the low resolution (red) and high resolution (grey) spectra. By this time, H γ has 
reasserted its dominance (at ∼−1600 km s −1 ). 
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.7 Other P-class neon no v ae 

 our P-class no vae listed in Strope et al. ( 2010 ) showed neon lines in
heir spectra, and their t 2 decline times ranged from 1 d (V838 Her)
o 20 d (QU Vul). Fe II emission was present in the early spectra of
U Vul (Rosino et al. 1992 ) and V1974 Cyg (Chochol et al. 1993 ;
afanelli, Rosino & Radovich 1995 ). There was no mention of Fe II

n the spectra of V838 Her (Vanlandingham et al. 1996 ), and spectra
f V351 Pup were only available from 136 d after eruption (Saizar
t al. 1996 ). Expansion velocities decreased with decline time, and 
anged from 1700 to 4200 km s −1 , with double P Cygni profiles
vident in the Balmer lines in early spectra of QU Vul, V1974 Cyg
nd V838 Her (Rosino et al. 1992 ; Chochol et al. 1993 ; Rafanelli
t al. 1995 ; Vanlandingham et al. 1996 ). V1974 Cyg is a proposed
agnetic CV, with P = 0.08 d (Chochol et al. 1997 ). During the early

volution, there are no substantial differences between the spectra of 
hese four and V392 Per. Ho we ver, there is no evidence for similar
ate-time, narrow-line, behaviour in these systems (see Section 5.2 ). 

.8 X-ray spectral modelling 

ig. 16 shows Swift /XRT spectra from four epochs. For each epoch
he upper panel shows the data (black) and best-fitting model (red),
hile the lower panel shows model residuals as a ratio. The XRT

pectra were fitted using a combination of a black-body and colli- 
ionally excited plasma (APEC) components, where appropriate. All 
pectra were modelled using a fixed column ( N H = 4 . 8 × 10 21 cm 

−2 ;
qui v alent to E ( B − V ) = 0.7, converted using equation 1 from
 ̈uver & Özel 2009 ). Table 2 summarizes the results of the fitting.
e note that if N H were permitted to vary freely, larger values

 ∼ 10 22 cm 

−2 ) were obtained (see Section 5.2 ). The choice of column
akes little difference to the resulting findings. 
The spectra at the top of Fig. 16 show the XRT data taken 83 d

ost-eruption (left-hand panel) and the combined spectra between 
ays 89–97 (right-hand panel), both taken after exiting from the 
rst Sun constraint. On day 83, the count rate was 0 . 06 s −1 and

he spectrum was relatively soft, with a HR of 2.7. By days 89–97
he count rate had dropped to 0 . 035 ± 0 . 003 s −1 , and the HR had
ardened to 4.4 and then to 6.3. These spectra correspond to the first
hree data points in Fig. 8 and are the softest X-ray spectra taken
f V392 Per. These first two spectra show clear count rate excesses
t low energies and, as such, we fitted the earliest spectrum using
he combination of a black-body ( k B T = 62 + 17 

−14 eV) and hot plasma,
PEC, component. The day 89–97 spectra required an additional 

nd hotter APEC component to account for the emission > 5 keV
hat is not seen in the day 83 spectrum, likely due to the shorter
nte gration. Giv en these spectra, the declining soft X-ray flux during
his period, and the optical spectra at the time, we conclude that
e are observing the tail of the supersoft source stage of V392 Per,

nd that the SSS ended at 97 d < t SSS , off < 112 d. The spectra at the
ottom of Fig. 16 show the XRT data between days 112–361 (left-
and panel) and 449–849 (right-hand panel). These are harder and 
learly lack the SSS component. Here, both spectra are modelled 
sing a pair of APEC components, with the best-fitting temperatures 
nchanged between the two epochs, although the count rate is higher
t later times. 
MNRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
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Figure 16. Swift /XRT spectra of V392 Per (black) and best-fitting models (red), residuals included underneath. Top left-hand panel: single observation, 83 
days post-eruption. Top right-hand panel: combination of observations 89–97 days post-eruption. Bottom left-hand panel: 112–361 days post-eruption. Bottom 

right-hand panel: 449–849 d post-eruption. 

Table 2. Fits to Swift /XRT spectra with N H = 4 . 8 × 10 21 cm 

−2 . The third column shows the required model components. Subsequent columns record 
the temperature and normalization of the required components, black-body, first APEC, and second APEC, respectively. The final column reports the 
goodness of fit, the (modified) Cash statistic per degree of freedom (C stat / d.o.f.). 

Time Exp. time Components kT BB Norm BB kT APEC1 Norm APEC1 kT APEC2 Norm APEC2 C stat / d.o.f. 
/ d / ks / eV / 10 −3 / keV / 10 −3 / keV / 10 −3 

83 1 .6 bb + apec 62 + 17 
−14 0 . 8 + 3 . 0 −0 . 6 2 . 3 + 1 . 2 −0 . 5 2 . 0 + 0 . 4 −0 . 4 ... ... 87 / 74 

89–97 12 .0 bb + apec + apec 48 + 10 
−8 2 + 5 −1 1 . 2 + 0 . 2 −0 . 1 0 . 5 + 0 . 2 −0 . 1 > 4 .2 0 . 5 + 0 . 2 −0 . 1 208 / 192 

112–361 43 .6 apec + apec ... ... < 0.06 < 2000 > 58 .3 1 . 93 + 0 . 08 
−0 . 08 667 / 587 

449–849 19 .8 apec + apec ... ... 0 . 08 + 0 . 08 
−0 . 05 14 + 757 

−14 > 57 .2 3 . 0 + 0 . 1 −0 . 1 548 / 537 
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 DISCUSSION  

392 Per is the first pre-known DN to be observed as a γ -ray
right CN. Here, we aggregate our reported observations to present
 plausible description of the underlying system. 

.1 A shock-powered light curve? 

he Fermi-LAT detection of γ -ray emission from V392 Per (Albert
t al. 2022 ) followed soon after the optical detection. Ho we ver, γ -ray
mission might have been detected earlier were it not for technical
roblems with Fermi. In Fig. 17 we directly compare the Fermi-LAT
ux (from Albert et al. 2022 ) with the V -band flux (see Section 3.4 ).
s has been reported for other γ -ray novae (Ackermann et al. 2014 ;
ydi et al. 2020a ), there appears to be a clear correlation between

he γ -ray and optical emission during the early evolution. 
NRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
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The early γ -ray and optical declines both follow similar power 
aws until day ∼5, when both fluxes plateau. As the optical plateau
nds (day ∼10) and the decline resumes, the Fermi-LAT detections 
ease (although observations continued). Here, we propose that the 
arly (pre-first Sun constraint) optical light curve is driven by the 
volution of shocks between and within multiple mass ejection 
omponents (as discussed in Gordon et al. 2021 ): 

As reported in Section 4.2 , there is evidence for multiple mass
jections, an initial event with v ∼ 3000 km s −1 being swept up and
hocked 2.5 d post-eruption by a faster ejecta at v ∼ 5000 km s −1 –
orresponding with the initial Fermi-LAT detection. These shocks 
ill have accelerated ions to relativistic velocities, which emitted γ - 

ays while interacting with particles or photons in the surroundings 
Martin et al. 2018 ; Aydi et al. 2020a ). While γ -ray emission from
ovae can also be linked to the ejecta shocking and sweeping up pre-
xisting circumbinary material (e.g. a red giant wind; Cheung et al. 
014 ), here we see no evidence for the associated coronal emission
ines (Rosino & Iijima 1987 ) or sustained bulk ejecta deceleration 
xpected in such cases (Bode & Kahn 1985 ; Darnley et al. 2016 ).
s such, we propose that the most likely source of the initial γ -

ay emission is inter-ejecta shocks between these two components. 
ith the lack of very early optical data, evidence for an additional,

arlier, light curve peak corresponding to the initial ejection is 
navailable. 
The spectral evolution during the initial plateau is complex, and is

dditionally challenging due to the decreasing optical depth likely to 
e simultaneously occurring. The light curves of many novae enter 
uasi-plateau phases around t 3 . For the recurrents, this has been 
roposed to be driven by a surviving, or rapidly reformed, accretion 
isc emerging from the receding photosphere, with the unveiling of 
he SSS occurring toward the end of the plateau as the inner disc is
e vealed. Ho we ver, unlike recurrent nova plateaus (e.g. Henze et al.
018 ), here we see no evidence for He II emission during the plateau
which would be expected from a disc. Indeed, He II emission is 

nly seen after the first Sun constraint during the nebular phase. The
lateau corresponds with the end of the clear ‘bulk’ ejecta merger, 
ut there remains evidence for on-going ‘minor’ interaction. We 
entatively propose that the γ -ray emission during the plateau is 
riven by intra-ejecta shocks following the major merger event. 

.2 X-ray emission and accretion 

n Section 4.8 , we presented evidence that the end of the SSS X-ray
mission phase was caught just as V392 Per emerged from its first
un-constraint. The relationships in Henze et al. ( 2014 ) predict an
SS turn-on time t SSS , on = 13 + 6 

−4 d (based on t 2 ), a corresponding
urn-off t SSS , off = 60 + 80 

−40 d, and an SSS black-body parametrized 
emperature of k B T ∼ 90 eV. A caveat here is that the Henze et al.
 2014 ) relationships are defined for the M 31 nova population, where
eep X-ray observations are prohibitive due to distance, and as such 
hey may systematically over- and underpredict t SSS, on and t SSS, off , 
espectively, for Galactic novae. None the less, these predictions are 
ompatible with the available X-ray observations of V392 Per. We 
gain note that there was no associated optical spectral evidence of
n SSS before the first Sun-constraint. 

As is demonstrated in Fig. 16 , at all observed times, there is
 substantial contribution to the X-ray luminosity by a harder 
omponent, that is well described by a single, or pair of, hot
ollisional plasma (APEC) models. Such emission is often associated 
ith shocks. Ho we v er, the consistenc y and longevity of the hard

mission – from at least day 83 to beyond day 800 – reveals that
his emission cannot be associated with an expanding ejecta. We do 
ote that, unfortunately, there is no pre-eruption X-ray or UV data
vailable for comparison. 

During the post-nova phase, we see clear, strong, and very 
arrow emission from H I , He I , and especially He II , on top of a
lue continuum – indicative of an accretion disc. However, the 
 100 km s −1 width of these lines might imply a disc very close

o face-on and would seemingly contradict the orbital modulation 
bserved (see Section 3.6 ), which suggests an inclination closer to
dge-on. At the same time, the SED of V392 Per (see Fig. 3 ) shows
trong and consistent emission in the near-UV. As shown in Fig. 8 , the
ear-UV and X-ray emission appear correlated. We conclude from 

his that the UV and X-rays arise from the same system component
nd, given the shape of the SED, this will be from a reformed
ccretion disc. Most quiescent CNe do not show substantial X-ray 
mission, suggesting that V392 Per is a magnetic CV. 

Ho we ver, the potential orbital period ( P � 3.2 d; Section 3.6 ) is too
ong to be consistent with a tidally locked polar configuration (Mukai
017 ). Therefore, with APEC temperatures, perhaps, in excess of 
0 keV, the X-ray emission is similar to that expected to emanate from
he standing/standoff shocks observed in the accretion environment 
urrounding intermediate polars (IP); CVs with WD magnetic fields 
n the range 10 6 � B � 10 7 G. A field of this strength would truncate
he inner part of the accretion disc, causing the accreted material to
ow along the magnetic field lines in accretion curtains on to the
D. Could the presence of an accretion curtain be behind the higher

han expected column seen in the X-ray fits (see Section 4.8 )? We
ote that neither our i 

′ 
-band high cadence data, or Swift data, are

uitable for searching for a signal from the WD spin period – a key
iagnostic of an IP. 
We have linked the narrow emission line spectrum in the post-nova

hase to active accretion in the system. As such, we restate that this
isc spectrum was already visible once the system had exited the first
un-constraint (e.g. Fig. 13 ), while the nova ejecta was still fading,
nd while the SSS was still on. As such, the disc must have (at least)
artially survived the eruption, or reformed during the SSS phase. 
rom this we infer that there could have been active accretion during

he SSS-phase, potentially ‘re-fuelling’ the WD and prolonging the 
SS phase (cf. Aydi et al. 2018 ; Henze et al. 2018 ). 

.3 Pre-no v a v ersus post-no v a 

n Fig. 2 , we directly compared the ‘steady state’ post-nova luminos-
ty with the pre-nova AAVSO light curve. The pre-nova state shows
 quiescent baseline at V ∼ 17 mag (low-state), punctuated with 
everal 2–3 mag amplitude DN outbursts (high-state). The time-scale 
f these DN outbursts are more akin to those seen in longer orbital
eriod systems, such as GK Per. As also discussed by Munari et al.
 2020a ), V392 Per has not returned to its pre-nova quiescent level.
he system has remained at an ele v ated high-state of V ∼ 15 mag

or (at least) two years post-eruption. During this time, the near-UV
nd X-ray luminosity continue to creep upwards (Fig. 8 ) – i.e. there
s no evidence so far that the system will return to the low-state. In
N systems, the majority of accretion on to the WD surface occurs
hen the disc is in a high state, i.e. during a DN outburst. Here, we

nfer that V392 Per is maintaining an ele v ated le vel of accretion post-
ova, and that it is currently best classified as a nova-like variable,
ather than a DN. It is unclear as to why V392 Per is remaining in
his post-nova high-state. It may simply be that irradiation of the
onor by the recent nova eruption is driving elevated mass-loss from
he companion (cf. T Pyx; Ginzburg & Quataert 2021 ). We are not
urrently in a position to predict when, or even if, the system will
evert to its pre-nova state. 
MNRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
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M

Figure 18. Distance and extinction corrected quiescent SEDs of V392 Per, 
RS Oph, T CrB, M31N 2008-12a, U Sco, and GK Per. Error bars include 
photometric and extinction uncertainties; distance uncertainties indicated to 
the left of the plot, lines are to aid the reader. Data from this work, Darnley 
et al. ( 2012 , 2017 ), Evans et al. ( 2014 ), Gaia Collaboration ( 2021 ), Munari 
et al. ( 2020a ), Skrutskie et al. ( 2006 ), and Page et al. ( 2022 ). 
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.4 The underlying system 

ith a t 2 as short as 2 d and an SSS turn-off of ∼100 d, the indications
re that the WD in this system is particularly massive (see e.g.
chwarz et al. 2011 ). Indeed, the V392 Per nova eruption is one
f the fastest evolving on record, and the SSS phase may have
een unusually extended through refuelling by a surviving or rapidly
eformed disc. Novae with similar parameters are expected to host

Ds with masses in excess of 1.1 M 
, perhaps up to 1.3 M 
 (see
aron et al. 2005 ; Osborne et al. 2011 ; Hillman et al. 2016 , and

eferences therein). The relatively high SSS black-body temperature
 k B T ∼ 50 eV) seen ev en at the v ery end of the SSS phase is similarly
uggestive of a massive WD. With strong forbidden Ne lines present
n the spectra (see Section 3.7 and Munari et al. 2020b ) there is a
istinct possibility that V392 Per hosts a massive ONe WD. 
In Fig. 18 we present an updated V392 Per SED (cf. Darnley &

tarrfield 2018 ). The dotted lower luminosity black line shows the
re-nova SED, ranging from the Wise B2 band up to the g -band (data
rom Darnley & Starrfield 2018 ; Munari et al. 2020a , and references
herein). As e xtensiv ely discussed by Munari et al. ( 2020a ), these
re-nova data suggest a warm and cool component. Munari et al.
tilized these data to constrain the donor, arriving at a similar (albeit
ore detailed) conclusion to Darnley & Starrfield that the donor is

ikely a sub-giant or low luminosity giant (specifically: G9 IV-III;
.34 R 
; 1.35 M 
; 15 L 
; T eff = 4875 K; Munari et al. 2020a ). With
he addition of the Wise mid-IR data, we find that the pre-nova data
re reasonably well represented by a single black-body, with T eff =
700 ± 400 (cf. � 5000 K for GK Per; Álvarez-Hern ́andez et al.
021 ), R = 7.8 ± 0.6 R 
, and L = 55 + 20 

−18 L 
. 
The pre-nova SED is remarkably similar to that of GK Per

magenta data), albeit ∼10 times as luminous. It is easy to draw
NRAS 514, 6183–6202 (2022) 
omparisons between the two systems: both novae have evolved
ompanions and long orbital periods; DN outbursts characterized by
heir month-long longevity; and like GK Per, V392 Per may be an IP.
o we ver, their post-nova behaviour is very different: 
The post-nova SED is indicated by the solid black line in Fig. 18 ,

ere the data span the z 
′ 
-band to the Swift /UV O T uvw2 near-UV

lter. It is clear that the post-nova emission is substantially greater
han that seen pre-eruption (in the low states, at least). Here, the
ost-nova SED is reminiscent of, and indeed of similar luminosity
o, the disc in M31N 2008-12a (Darnley et al. 2017 ). This implies
hat Ṁ during the post-nova phase may be very high, which may act
o lessen the time toward the next eruption. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

392 Per is a known CV, which exhibited month-long GK Per-
ike DN outbursts, and its only known classical nova eruption was
isco v ered on 2018 April 29. Panchromatic photometric and spectro-
copic follow-up took place, with optical observations intensifying
fter the reported detection of γ -rays by Fermi-LAT, although the
ystem was already in Swift Sun constraint at eruption. Post-Sun
onstraint, the eruption had entered the nebular spectral phase and
wift observations began. Since ∼250 d post-eruption, V392 Per has
emained in a high-state, consistently ∼2 mag brighter than the pre-
ruption quiescent minimum. Here we summarize our key findings: 

(i) Gaia EDR3 astrometry indicates d = 3 . 5 + 0 . 6 
−0 . 5 kpc, and we

erive E ( B − V ) = 0 . 70 + 0 . 03 
−0 . 02 . 

(ii) With t 2 = 2.0 ± 0.2 d, the eruption is classed as ‘very fast’,
ndicative of a high mass WD. 

(iii) The early spectra indicate that V392 Per is a rare Fe II -broad
lass, with ejection velocities up to 5000 km s −1 . 

(iv) Evolution of early-time H I P Cygni profiles strongly suggest
here were two distinct mass ejections, with the higher velocity
econd ejecta running into and shocking the first. 

(v) These inter-ejecta, and subsequent intra-ejecta, shocks dro v e
he γ -ray emission. 

(vi) Distinct similarities between the γ -ray and early-optical
volution suggest that the early luminosity was powered by the shock
mission. 

(vii) The X-ray observations indicate the SSS was turning off as
392 Per emerged from Sun constraint on day 83. 
(viii) Inferred SSS parameters along with forbidden Ne lines also

uggest a high mass, perhaps ONe, WD. 
(ix) Optical spectra show two distinct contributions: a broad

nitially triple, then double peaked fading ejecta spectrum; and a
arrow lined and persistent accretion disc spectrum. 
(x) Persistent hard X-ray emission, and post-nova near-UV lu-
inosity, is consistent with continuing accretion, suggesting that
392 Per is an intermediate polar. 
(xi) Post-nova high cadence i 

′ 
-band data indicate an orbital period

f P = 3.230 ± 0.003 d. 
(xii) The pre-nova mid-IR–optical SED suggests a sub-giant or

ow luminosity giant donor. 
(xiii) The post-nova optical–NUV SED is substantially more

uminous and is akin to an accretion disc. 

In a follow-up work, we will use the e xtensiv e spectra published
ere to explore the underlying geometry and ionization structure of
he V392 Per ejecta. We leave V392 Per in a post-nov a ele v ated high-
tate, with no indication that the system will return to its pre-nova
ow-state and DN behaviour. Our observations continue... 
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